
Time-Efficient Planning for
Mobile Robot Inspection and Search

A Few Words of Introduction

A part of the research efforts here at Intelligent Mobile Robotics (IMR) group is to push the current human knowledge and tools to better deal with the
following task: “Perform by autonomous means an efficient inspection or a target-search in a structured environment having some apriori
knowledge of the environment (e.g., map) and optionally of the search target(s) (e.g., location probability distribution).”

Less formally, we want robots to be better at inspecting a building’s floor or searching for some object (target) on that floor, when initially provided with the
floor’s plan and maybe some information about the searched target. While there are undoubtedly many ways to contribute to this area, e.g., improving the robot’s
construction, sensors, control, vision, or target information gathering, we focus on time-efficient mission planning because we believe it is essential for the
task, and planning is our strength. Our algorithms combine novel computational geometry techniques with advanced combinatorial optimization methods
to obtain high-quality solutions. We are looking forward to the future with autonomous robots planning their routes efficiently to succeed in their missions, which
may include checking if all artworks in an art gallery are undamaged or searching for your keys lost somewhere in the office.

Time-Efficient Mission Planning

Find an efficient route plan, i.e., a sequence of goals x?, in a known structured
environment for a robot to follow such that . . .

Mobile Robot Inspection (MRI)

. . . the robot sees all pre-defined areas (or the whole environment) in the
shortest time possible, i.e.,

x? = argmin
x

TimeOfTravel (x). (1)

Mobile Robot Search (MRS)

. . . the expected time to find (firstly see with its sensors) a target located
somewhere in the environment is minimal, i.e.,

x? = argmin
x

∫ tstop

0
t · fT |x(t |x) dt. (2)

• The target’s location may be described by a provided probability density function (PDF);
otherwise, the principle of indifference is applied (⇒ uniform PDF).

MRI—Example Problem

d-Visibility watchman route problem: For given polygon with holesW , find the
shortest closed collision-free polyline from which a circular robot with radius r
can see the whole W with an omnidirectional sensor with limited visibility
range d.

MRI—Solution Approach

Generate the constrained polygonal coverage, then solve the traveling salesman
problem with neighborhoods (Mikula & Kulich, 2022b).
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MRI—Example Solutions
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MRI of the Whole Environment vs. MRS with Uniform PDF

• Initial Setup (MRI/MRS): A circular robot equipped with an omnidirec-
tional sensor on a known position in a known environment (middle figure).

• Valid Solution (MRI/MRS): A collision-free polyline route from which
the robot can see the whole environment.

• The Best Solution (MRI): The shortest (= quickest) route (left figure).

• The Best Solution (MRS): The route that allows to see the largest por-
tions of space at the earliest (right figure).

MRS—Example Problem

Discrete MRS: For a finite set of known locations from which exactly one hides
the object of interest, but it is not known which one, find an optimal sequence
of visits that minimizes the expected time to discover the object.

MRS—Solution Approach

Assuming each location is equally likely to exhibit the object, the problem can
be transformed to the traveling deliveryman problem (TDP). The TDP can be
solved by the multi-start variable neighborhood search metaheuristic (Mikula
& Kulich, 2022a).

MRS—Example Solutions
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Discrete MRS instance.
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The shortest solution (not optimal).
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Optimal MRS solution.

Ongoing and Future Work

• A new, more general formulation of discrete MRS.

• A fully continuous solution approach to both MRI and MRS.

• Extensions: directional sensors, non-holonomic robot, multiple robots, etc.

• Developing C++ libraries for computing d-visibility regions.
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